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RULES

1 vs 1 
street soccer

Ball must keep 
moving at all 

times

2 x 2 min 
rounds

If tied, 1 min  
overtime initiates  

sudden death

No more than 
two touches  

per player

Knockout 
Score from opponents 
side with one touch to 

win the game

1 foul = warning
2 fouls = you’re out

A goal is a goal
Player with more 

goals wins
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FENCE HEIGHT 
4m - 2m

LENGTH 
20m - 35m

WIDTH
8m - 5m

Sides are 
separated with a 

center line

Cage ends are 
the goals

BATTLE CAGE
SURFACE
Any surface will do but a 
hard one is recommended 
so you know you’ve been 
playing Fastball.
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Player has two touches on the ball which  
must be made on the players’ side of the battle 
cage.

Player has the right to one touch on the  
opponents side if it happens from opponents  
rebound. 

Player can’t enter the opponents side before 
the opponent has touched the ball and must  
return to ones’ own side imidiately after  
touching the ball.

First touch on the ball can be made with hands 
if the ball has not touched the ground after the
opponents kick. 

Carrying the ball or scoring by hand is prohibited. 

COURSE OF THE GAME

Game starts with a kick off by either one of  
the players. The kick off must be made from 
within two meters from the cage end on the 
starting players’ side.

Goal is valid only if the ball touches the ground 
or the opponent before hitting the goal. 

After a goal the game keeps going and the  
player has only one touch to get the ball back to 
the opponents side.

Winner of the game is the player with more 
goals.

If a player scores from the opponents side from 
the opponents rebound, player wins the whole 
game AKA Knockout.

If the game is tied after two rounds there is 
a one minute overtime. If after one minute 
the game is still tied, a sudden death mode is  
initiated = first to score wins the game.
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FOULS

When a player makes a foul, player loses the 
round (*exception - opponent gets a goal and 
the round continues).

• Second touch on the ball happens on the  
opponents side.

• Player touches the ball more than two times.

• Ball stops moving. The player whos side the 
ball stops on loses the round.

• A player interferes the other player or  
displays reckless behavior.

• Player kicks or redirects the ball out of the 
cage.

• Player touches the ball by hand after the ball 
has touched the ground.

•  * Ball hits the goal without first touching the 
ground or the opponent.
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